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that purpose he is guided precisely to that race and sub-
race which, with its surroundings and conditions, is best
fitted to develop within him the special qualities in which
he may be deficient.
But the action of this law is limited by the Law of
Karma or the law of cause and effect. If a man has
made karma for himself, which brings about limitations,
he may have to go without the best possible opportunities
and rest content with the second best ones. In such a
case one's own past actions restrain the free play of the
Law of Evolution.
The third factor which still further limits the action
of the Law of Evolution is the influence of the group of
egos with whom he has formed strong ties of love or hate
in former Jives. His relation with those egos whom he
must meet because of past connections is an important
factor, acting for good or evil, in determining his
next birth.
Evolution for man is God's will, and the Law of
Evolution will ^'ive a man whatsoever is the most suitable,
but, as said above, the best opportunities are limited by
the man's past actions and his links with other souls. A
man may be able to learn certain lessons in a hundred
different positions; but he may be debarred from more
than half of them by his past karma; and out of the
balance a choice may be made mainly owing to the
presence in a family, or in the neighbourhood, of souls with
whom he had formed ties of love or hate in the past.
Of course it is philosophically true to say that a
man always gets the best opportunities, because be obtains
the conditions best suited to his imperfect character and
necessary for the removal of his imperfections. It is just
the same in schools where we cannot give the best
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